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Abstract

In the current trend towards implementation of kinetic elements in buildings facades, a significant role is played by materials characteristics of integrated elements, and its effect on the responsive behavior of kinetic facades towards varying ambient conditions, represented through its motion and transformation strategies. After reviewing a wide range of kinetic facades researches, it was noticed that different research methodologies have been adopted mainly to study the apparent and general characteristics of kinetic facades, to represent an outline of movable facade's configurations and patterns morphology or to study different stimuli types and control strategies. While this paper’s main aim is to provide researchers and designers, who are interested in the design and applications of kinetic facades with an overview of the interconnected relation between applied materials and different transformation strategies of kinetic facades.

The framework is divided into two parts at which the first part is considered to be a descriptive display of a number of remarkable case studies with different integrated materials and transformation strategies, while the second part is a comparative analysis of facades behavior, followed by a discussion, which proposes elements with different materials characteristics that can be applied to achieve specific scope of movements.
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1- Introduction:

Buildings static nature have always been there, and have always been the challenge that architects and engineers tries to manipulate in order to be able to respond to nature in a more dynamic way. This innovation in kinetic design has led to the continuous search for the utilization of new materials into dynamic and kinetic facade strategies for the purpose of increasing buildings energy efficiency through responding to external climate factors also in order to meet occupant’s needs and increase their comfort level without depending on non-renewable energy sources.
In adaptive architectural facades design, the significance of patterns composition has mainly been based on the interrelationships between parts which forms the final whole composition. The aim of this paper is not to outline certain rules defining a type nor to standardize or enlist all the available movement patterns and accurately study their technical specifications; but rather to highlight the significant role different materials can play in the application of adaptive responsive facades and its effect on the different transformation strategies, to help in defining distinctions and establishing relationships between existing models and their movement patterns, as well as identifying the essential key features for providing a general simulation framework.

2.1. Kinetic Facades:

In Kinetic design has changed the idea of creating static structures that cannot meet the ever changing occupant’s demands and environmental variations, by designing interactive and kinetic structures that can adaptively respond to both external climate conditions, user’s demands or aesthetic concepts. Multidisciplinary studies proved that equipping building’s structural elements with multiple types of movement mechanisms facilitates the innovation in creating new kinetic and adaptive building shells that requires the least energy to perform motion in response to design demands, user requirements and/or environmental influences.

Architects and designers need to understand more about materials characteristics and to be more involved in the design process of the form itself, its movement patterns, components, construction methods, and implementation techniques, in order to help in the realization process of efficient adaptive facades, through exploring more about materials behaviors and developing new approaches based on the design of elements movement. The nature of components plays a significant role in the application and performance of kinetic facades, thus the relation between nature of components and transformation strategies (Fig.1), illustrated in the impact of material’s behavior on dynamic façade mechanisms shall be initially studied and then integrated in the context of the entire facade form so as to sustain the overall design configuration.

![Table 1 displaying the interconnected relation between nature of components and transformation strategies in kinetic facades.](image-url)
3 Nature of Components:

In the recent era, Kinetic design has displayed an enormous potential shown in different architectural features such as elements, details, patterns and configurations. The ability of designing different forms of flexible, dynamic and kinetic structures have been possible by the integration of new technologies in kinetic design. At which the morphology of patterns and modules connecting between elements as well as the motion transmission strategies and technologies can be affected deeply by both the implemented structure and used materials, which enhances the significance of establishing a detailed understanding analysis of materials to obtain the desired kinetic structure.

Modularity certainly plays a fundamental role in the performance of kinetic architecture, as physical motion needs to be achieved through the transmission of movement from one element to another, at which there can be a wide range of transformative abilities embraced by different kinetic components. The ability of such components to modify their physical characteristics is highly affected by the applied materials and by the way the parts of the kinetic system are connected together. In architectural kinetic systems and structures, the form of materials and their morphological patterns are used in serving the idea of movement transmission, and the properties of materials is directly related to structure system’s dynamics. As with the increase of the flexibility of materials, the link between the connected elements increases as well, which gives the opportunity of creating sophisticated applications for accomplishing the dynamic equilibrium. In this part of the chapter we are going to illustrate the most common types of kinetic materials that have been mostly used are listed below:

- **Rigid Materials:**

  The usually depends in its movements on kinetic mechanisms such as hinges or joints which allow the transmission of movement from one part to the other, such materials can be effectively used to perform the folding, rotational or sliding types of motion. The most common examples of rigid materials are metals, timber and glass. At which its operation in architecture is composed of an arranged array of different components grouped together to form a certain pattern for the purpose of transmitting motion from one part to another in a certain manner, accomplishing the desired function of the system.

  An example of the application of metals in kinetic façade shading is the Q1 headquarters building in Germany (Fig.2a), the building has an innovative sun shading system which consists of 400,000 stainless steel lamellas made of horizontal cantilevered slats [1]. While in Elysium Lot in Australia (Fig.2b), openings at the long axis of the building are finely screened with vertical timber folding panels [2]. and in The Oval Offices in Cologne (Fig.2c.), building’s external facades are covered by a vertical axis glazed sun louvers to provide daylight control [3].

- **Flexible Materials:**

  Its characteristics allow it to change its shape in response to applied external forces, without losing their overall formal consistency. Flexible materials applied in architecture are mainly divided into two types, which are Linear and Flat elements.

  Figure 1 table displaying the interconnected relation between nature of components and transformation strategies in kinetic facades.
that can allow the transmission of movement through different motion concepts such as folding, creasing, bending or inflating. At which fibers, cords or ropes are common examples of linear elements while ETFE, polythene sheets, textiles and fabrics are examples of flat elements.

An example of the application of flexible materials in kinetic façades is the Nature Concert Hall in Latvia (Fig. 2d) which is a modular pavilion, its façade is made of vertical fabric bars that can be rotated in response to the natural movement of the wind and with respect to surrounding environments [4]. Another example is the One Ocean kinetic façade in South Korea (Fig. 2e) that is made-up of glass fiber reinforced polymers (GFRP) vertical slightly curved plates that are capable of being morphed due to compression forces which creates complex elastic deformations to control daylight penetration during the day [5].

- **Smart/Intelligent Materials:**

A wide range of new, innovative smart materials have evolved in response to the significant advances in nanotechnology and biomimicry design. Smart materials characteristics allow them to create motion and transmit it through changing their own physical structure, appearance or properties in response to external forces and stimuli.

An example of the applications of smart materials is the “HygroScope: Meteorosensitive Morphology” at the Centre Pompidou in Paris [6] (Fig. 2f). The used material is a combination of quarter sliced maple veneer and synthetic composites, at which the composite layers are manufactured to be assembled into four to seven sided polygons that have the ability to open and close in response to surrounding relative humidity.
4 Transformation Strategies:

Kinetic architecture’s transformation strategies is more complicated than the simple integration of movable structures in buildings, as it is consisted of complex transformable spatial experiences, at which the created motion in kinetic architecture is transformed in response to different affecting variable internal or external stimuli. Structures integrated in the applications of kinetic architecture, can have the ability to modify their size, orientation or shape and accomplish movement mainly through transforming their geometrical patterns or modularity. Different types of material can be applied to perform mechanical movements, examples of this materials can be rigid, flexible and elastic bodies. Mechanical movements of kinetic structures can be categorized into two main types, i.e. translation and rotation. (Fig.3).

The illustrated table clarifies the two main typologies of movements as follows, the first type is the tri-dimensional change of shape and is addressed by rotational movement, it performs swivel motion both in the same axis and/or around a different axis. Translational movement is the second type; it is achieved through the bi-dimensional change of shape. It is usually linear and allows adjustment levels in the building skins by overlapping layers and by size-opening variation. Each one of the two discussed main typologies of movements has different degrees of movement freedom according to their structural constrains and geometrical patterns. Based on this, combining the two typologies of translational and rotational movements together, can provide a wide range of new movements that could be achieved through this integration. Different degrees of freedom can be achieved, and different typologies of movement can be defined as well, and several possible simple and complex movements along with a wide spectrum of transformations can be obtained from applying single method of movement such as rotation or translation or from combining both methods together.

- **Rotation:**

![Figure 1 Rigid materials transformation strategies](image)
There are two types of rotation techniques implementations in kinetic adaptive facades, at which the unit itself can rotate around a single vertical or horizontal axis to accomplish the goal of the motion itself. Examples of the two types are listed below:

In SDU University of Southern Denmark (Fig.4a) the campus is fitted with dynamic solar shading system, with 1600 triangular perforated steel panels that are able to adjust itself to desired daylight penetration through rotating around a vertical axis [13]. While a Perforated metal horizontally rotating louver shading system is integrated on the external glazed façade of the Zurich Airport, Switzerland [14] (Fig4.b).

- **Sliding:**

There are two common types of sliding strategies implementations in dynamic adaptive facades, the first one is the one axis sliding, at which the elements in the external façade can slide in one direction to create a 2d simple motion. While the second strategy is the multi axis sliding, at which the kinetic shading elements have the ability to slide in more than only one direction, this ability expands the variety of patterns motion configurations that could be achieved.

In Situla Housing and Office Complex (Fig.4c) the building facade design is composed of an enclosure of copper/bronze colored perforated aluminum panels which slides horizontally along the main façade [15], providing shade and controlling daylight. While the Adaptive Building Initiative (ABI), Tessellate adaptive facade installation, (Fig.4d) which is an application of the concept of multi axis sliding strategy [16]. Tessellate is composed of panels that slide and overlap over each other creating shade through the change of its morphological patterns.

- **Folding:**

Folding movement technologies implementations in kinetic architecture, most commonly encompasses structures made from flexible materials or rigid materials that are integrated in a way that makes it possible to crinkle or crease so that it comes into contact with itself and decrease the area of coverage. There are two types of the implementations of folding mechanism, horizontal and vertical.

A significant example is the CJ Research Center’s Folding Facade in Korea (Fig.4e) the special custom designed kinetic shading system folds vertically with an accordion/umbrella concept [17], it is manufactured from perforated steel strips that are installed on scissor actuators which facilitates the opening and closing process and ensures the penetration of the most proper natural lighting levels. While in the Technical University in Graz (Fig.4f) the southern façade is entirely glazed and screened by an adaptive external vertical kinetic vertical folding shading system made of movable perforated aluminium panels[18].

Al Bahar Towers Responsive Façade (Fig.4g) is a remarkable example of origami shading, it is composed of a unique shading screen composed of a group of triangles placed two meters outside the buildings’ exterior on an independent frame[19]. Each one of the triangles is folded in a multi axis direction and programmed to move in accordance to the movement of the sun.
Other concepts of transformation strategies other than the two previously discussed movement typologies can be obtained either from the type of movement achieved from the combination of a group of rigid elements together to form a flexible shape or form the inner characteristics of specific materials with either flexible, smart/intelligent or intrinsic properties that allows them to accomplish different types of movements. Existing case studies of some of the types of these movements such as bending / deformation, retracting and inflation / deflation are listed below and discussed for better concept clarification.

- **Bending / Deformation:**

  Active bending is a kinetic structural response that could be achieved through either the use of flexible materials or the utilization of large elastic deformations of a group of elements combined together to create a three-dimensional form from
initially rigid flat or linear elements. Bending-active structures can be fabricated out of either flat plates or rods, which facilitates their fabrication process, transportation and assembly.

An example of the active bending structural movement is the Undulatus pavilion (Fig.5a), it is a lightweight structure that integrates the bending principle in a kit-of-parts system. It is fabricated through the cut out of flat plates, and the small parts are folded along a set of predefined curved lines to form a weave pattern being connected ‘flap to leg’ respectively [26]. The resulting deformed geometry, creates an efficient ‘building block’ that can be integrated in different ways to create different structural configurations

- **Retracting**

The application of retracting motion in kinetic applications, is identified as the type of motion that is associated with deployable structures which creates responsive actions. A remarkable example of the retracting movement of smart materials in adaptive façades is the HygroSkin Pavilion (Fig.5b) the pavilion’s building skin is made of conical plywood panels produced through the elastic bending of planar sheets which has intrinsic properties that allows it to respond directly to relative humidity from 30 to 90% to control the opening and closing of façade elements [27].

- **Inflation/ Deflation:**

Inflation and deflation strategies implementations in kinetic architecture, most commonly involves flexible materials with special properties expanding, contracting, inflating or deflating to accomplish the needed purpose. Media TIC Building in Barcelona (Fig.5c) is a significant example of the application of inflation and deflation in architecture. The building’s south-east façade is formed of concave and convex triangles that are manufactured of eco-efficient material ethylene-tetra-fluoro-ethylene (ETFE) cladding “skin” which consists of air chambers that have the ability to be inflated and deflated through the change in air pressure within [28].

![Figure 5](image)

*Figure 5 (a) The Undulatus pavilion [29] (b) The HygroSkin Pavilion [30] (c) Media TIC Building [31]*

The study of the interconnected relation between applied materials and different transformation strategies of kinetic elements in adaptive facades discussed
In this paper, is summarized in (Table1) which assemble an overview of all of the existing case studies clarified in the paper in a simple display while highlighting the main differences and its effect on both of the materials behavior and elements performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Facade</th>
<th>Detail</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Nature of Components</th>
<th>Transformation Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1 headquarters building in Germany [7]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sun protection system consists of 400,000 stainless steel lamellas that are oriented in response to sun</td>
<td>Metal (Stainless Steel)</td>
<td>One Axis Horizontal Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDU University of Southern Denmark [20]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shutters adjusts itself to the changing daylight and desired inflow of light through rotating around a vertical axis</td>
<td>Metal (Perforated Steel)</td>
<td>One Axis Horizontal Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zurich Airport in Switzerland [32]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Perforated metal rotating louver shading system is integrated on the external glazed façade</td>
<td>Metal (Perforated Metal)</td>
<td>One Axis Vertical Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SItula Housing and Office Complex in Slovenia [15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous enclosure in copper/bronze colored perforated horizontally sliding aluminum panels</td>
<td>Metal (Aluminum Panels)</td>
<td>One Axis Horizontal Sliding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tessellate Adaptive Facade Installation [22]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The overlapping panels can slide in different axis to maximize or minimize shading effects</td>
<td>Metal (Aluminum Panels)</td>
<td>Multi Axis Sliding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ Research Center’s Folding Facade in Korea [33], [23]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Perforated steel strips installed on scissor actuators which open or close automatically to ensure the proper lighting levels</td>
<td>Metal (Steel Strips)</td>
<td>One Axis Vertical Folding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Name</td>
<td>Façade</td>
<td>Detail</td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Nature of Components</td>
<td>Transformation Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical University in Graz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>External Kinetic vertical folding, sun shading elements constructed of perforated aluminum</td>
<td>Metal (Perforated Aluminum)</td>
<td>One Axis Horizontal Folding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Oval Diffiz in Cologne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vertical axis glazed sun louvers covering the external façades, serve the purpose of indoor light regulation</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>One Axis Horizontal Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Bahar Towers in Abu Dhabi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Each triangle is coated with fiberglass and programmed to respond to the movement of the sun</td>
<td>PTFE Coated Glass Fibre Mesh</td>
<td>Multi Axis Folding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elysium Lto in Australia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openings are finely screened with vertical timber panels which has the ability to open and fold</td>
<td>Timber</td>
<td>One Axis Horizontal Folding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature Concert Hall Pavillon in Latvia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Translucent fabric strips that can be rotated vertically to form a stratified gradient pattern</td>
<td>Fabric</td>
<td>One Axis Horizontal Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Ocean in South Korea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Façade made of vertical timber slices that are capable of being morphed due to compression forces that creates complex elastic deformations</td>
<td>Glass fiber reinforced polymers (GFPR)</td>
<td>Bending / Deformation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion:

Based on the analysis of a number of existing case studies discussed in this paper, it can be concluded that there is a specific scope of movements that is utilized with the integration of each specific material according to its inner characteristics and behavior when being displayed to different external forces or stimuli. From the case studies clarified in the table above it can be noticed that the most commonly used rigid materials in the applications of rigid kinetic facades is metal at the first place (Q1 headquarters, SDU University, Zurich Airport, Situla Housing and Office...
Complex, Tessellate installation, CJ Research Center and Technical University in Graz, glass (The Oval Offices and Al Bahar Towers) and timber (Elysium Lot), due to the availability of rigid materials and ease in manufacturing and customization. The scope of motion of such elements is mainly confined to two main transformation strategies which are as follows: (rotation, translation, rotation / translation), at which rigid façade elements usually have extrinsic control, elements are moved by actuators (can be completely embedded into the device or strategically located to trigger a specific action) and controlled by integrated computer systems to respond to different external/internal stimuli.

While the adoption of lightweight flexible and elastic materials allows the fabrication of components to different desired shapes that can be tamed to realize different shapes and design morphologies, still it is not very commonly applied in kinetic facades as much as rigid materials. Examples of flexible materials are fabrics (Nature Concert Hall) along with different innovative materials such as ETFE and GFRP that have been recently emerged due to the innovation in technology that have been recently integrated in different forms of both passive and kinetic architecture (One Ocean kinetic façade and Media TIC Building). The movement of flexible materials can be either from direct influence of natural climatic forces or from computer controlled actuators which initiate the movement of flexible elements, allowing its own characteristics to respond in a flexible manner. Different types of flexible materials can be created through the combination of a group of rigid elements together in a single form to create a whole form that have the ability to respond in a flexible behavior to external kinetic forces such as the active bending movement created by the Undulatus Pavilion.

The last discussed type of materials is that with inner intrinsic properties, at which the material itself can have the ability to respond to external stimuli without the requirement of any mechanical or electric input. Such type of materials still needs profound and extensive study and investigation. Due to its unique applications and characteristics this type is not commonly applied in architectural kinetic facades (“HygroScope: Meteorosensitive Morphology” at the Centre Pompidou and HygroSkin Pavilion).

5 Conclusion:

The attention given to improving building energy performance in the last decades has led to the emergence of new adaptive and kinetic building envelopes. In the case of kinetic architecture, transformation strategy is a fundamental property due to the pragmatic need of a series of movement patterns being transmitted from one element to the next. In order to achieve physical motion, these modules or components must embrace a wide range of transformations, as their ability to modify their own physical characteristics can be directly affected by different materials used to create motion in kinetic façades. A wide range of innovative rigid, flexible and smart materials have been implemented and applied, the impact of such different materials characteristics and behavior under changing circumstances and external forces on kinetic facades performance and motion techniques is considered to be a significant research area and a promising study field.
This paper aims to reveal through the study conducted on a representative sample of existing kinetic facades and architectural elements, the important role which the interconnected relation between material’s characteristics and kinetic façade transformation strategies have on the efficiency of dynamic façade’s performance and applications. Thus precisely choosing applied materials can help in understanding the capability and optimizing the performance of responsive kinetic facades.
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